E N V I R O N M E N TA L
PLEDGE
Because the beauty of our region is our greatest asset, Eurotel Montreux has been committed
for many years to an approach aimed at reducing the hotel’s environmental impact and
preserving the resources of our unique and precious landscape.
LOCAL SUPPLIERS
Whether it is food, laundry service, or even graphic design, we are
committed to working as locally as possible, because the richness of
our region is also expressed through the talent of our local suppliers
who are the guarantee of an authentic experience at all levels.

SEASONAL MENU
Inspired by our terroir, our menu evolves according to the seasons
according to the products of the market and the creativity of our
Chef. From Graubünden salmon to Chasselas du Dézaley, our cuisine
favours short tours and the best products of our region’s culinary
heritage.

HYDRAULIC ELECTRICITY
Our electricity system draws all its energy from hydroelectric
power, the leading renewable energy source in Switzerland. Thanks
to the choice of this sustainable resource, the hotel’s complete
operation emits neither polluting emissions nor greenhouse gas
emissions.

300ML SOAP
In order to reduce our environmental impact, we offer our customers
bottles of 300ml of soap in their rooms. A generous format that
allows a significant reduction in plastic waste emitted by the
establishment.

SPRING WATER
We encourage our customers to consume tap water in their rooms
as well as in the water points of Eurotel Montreux. Made from spring
water from Montreux and Le Bouveret, it is one of the best tap water
in the world. In addition, ask now for our spring water available in our
restaurant.

BIKE AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Our magnificent promenade of the quays, which starts just in front of
the Eurotel Montreux, offers wonderful opportunities for cycling. For
your comfort, we provide you with bicycles free of charge on request
at the reception.

LOW-ENERGY LIGHTBULBS
In order to limit energy consumption within the hotel, we exclusively
use ecological LED light bulbs that shine not only for their
performance and durability but also for their composition free of
toxic products allowing efficient recycling.

WATER FLOW LIMITER
In order to save drinking water consumption, Eurotel Montreux has
installed flow control devices in all the bathrooms and water points
of the establishment. Without altering your comfort, they allow you
to make substantial savings on this vital commodity.

SHEETS AND TOWELS
Eurotel Montreux encourages its guests to reduce their environmental
impact by offering to limit the change of towels and sheets every 3
days. A simple gesture that allows everyone to work concretely for
the protection of the environment.

SMART WINDOWS
On the entire eastern façade of the establishment, Eurotel Montreux
has installed over-glazing films to provide better thermal insulation
by filtering out the sun’s heat. Smart windows that significantly
reduce heat loss.

COMMISSION TO LIMIT WASTE

With the aim of gradually banning all disposable plastics from the
establishment, Eurotel Montreux has replaced its traditional
Keycards with FSC fibre-based cards allowing you to access your
rooms in complete security. In addition, the hotel has definitively
banned single-use straws.

Eurotel Montreux has set up a special commission within its ranks
whose mission is to limit the production of waste by all means
deemed useful. Its analysis and judgments enable us to strengthen
our commitment to a sustainable management policy on a daily
basis. Among the measures undertaken, the installation of water
fountains for staff members has drastically reduced the use of
plastic bottles.

MEDLAR TREE JAM

WATER FILTRATION

PLASTIC-FREE KEYCARDS AND REUSABLE STRAWS

For breakfast, we offer our guests a jam of medlars from our own
harvest, made from trees located just below the Eurotel Montreux.
Harvested and processed by our cooking team, these medlars
in jam will delight your taste buds with their fruity aromas at the
crossroads of apple and pear.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND RIVIERACARD
Eurotel Montreux is located a few steps from the bus and train line
that connects the city to the regional and national networks. As a
guest, you benefit from the RivieraCard, which allows you to travel
free of charge by public transport throughout the Riviera.

In order to save drinking water consumption, Eurotel Montreux has
installed flow control devices in all the bathrooms and water points
of the establishment. Without altering your comfort, they allow
you to make substantial savings on this vital commodity.

HOTCO GROUP
As a member of the HOTCO group under the aegis of the Association
Romande des Hôteliers and by agreement with the Confederation,
Eurotel Montreux undertakes to make significant efforts.

To give your opinion and contribute to the improvement of our program:

info@eurotel-montreux.ch

